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9 Meade Court, Kilmore, Vic 3764

Bedrooms: 3 Bathrooms: 1 Parkings: 6 Area: 1 m2 Type: House

Brooke  Lal

0412877738

https://realsearch.com.au/9-meade-court-kilmore-vic-3764
https://realsearch.com.au/brooke-lal-real-estate-agent-from-b-home-real-estate-kilmore


$870,000 to $920,000

Discover the allure of 9 Meade Court, Kilmore- a rare gem beckoning discerning buyers to immerse themselves in the

splendour of this remarkable lifestyle property. Tucked away in the tranquil township of Kilmore, this expansive

approximately  2.72  acre retreat promises a life of unparalleled beauty, and offers some of the most stunning country

vistas that you would have ever seen. The three-bedroom home is rich in character and boasts contemporary refinements

with stylishly renovated spaces. Discover beautiful period detailing throughout, solid timber floors, ceiling roses, feature

cornices and soaring, high ceilings that are just some of the many notable features. With multiple living zones, a central

bathroom, a laundry, and functional kitchen completing the spacious floorpan. Here, you can experience the changing

seasons in comfort. In warmer months, retreat to the front veranda with added porch swing, to unwind and enjoy your

surroundings. During winter, relax in the cozy ambience created by the wood fire, ensuring even the coldest days are met

with warmth and charm. There is also a solar system to keep bills manageable which is a must at the moment.  While

outside, the alfresco is a great spot to solve the problems of the world, over a quiet beverage or two and doubles as the

perfect space to watch the children have a good, old-fashioned upbringing. From running about, to riding bikes, shooting

hoops and more simply put, just having fun! Towards the rear of the property, there is a large paddock which is ideal for

the pony you promised, or even that Peewee 50 motorbike the kids won’t stop talking about. For the tradie, car enthusiast,

or home business operator (STCA) you will be pleased to know, that there is an approximately 10x20 colorbond shed with

concrete and power connection. The shed showcases a built-in-bar and pot-belly heater inside and just adds to the overall

appeal.  Providing the perfect ‘escape from at all’ opportunity for those craving privacy and seclusion, but still want the

space to entertain family and friends and be within minutes to the town amenities which include shops, schooling options,

medical facilities, eateries and more. The property is also only one hour (approximately) from Melbourne or accessible via

the train at the nearby Kilmore East V-Line Station. Tree changers will appreciate low-maintenance life in the country.

This is one not to be missed!Please call me today to book in your viewing.** This document has been prepared to assist

solely in the marketing of this property. While all care has been taken to ensure the information provided herein is correct,

we do not take responsibility for any inaccuracies. Accordingly all interested parties should make their own enquiries to

verify the information. **


